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EXPERIENCES RELATED TO INSTRUMENTATION OF
MAIN PLANT OF HWP MANUGURU

BV S.C.GUPTA, G.H.GANGOOR, G.SATHEESH,
S.DAS, D.L. BALAJI KUMAR

Commissioning activities started in the main plant of
HWP Manuguru from August '89 onwards. Both the plant
streams are fully operational now; the instrumentation
provided at Manuguru included modifications which became
desirable based on experience with a similar plant at Kota.
This paper broadly describes the modifications implemented
over Kota plant, and various problems experienced at
Manuguru, and accordingly, the paper is divided into follow-
ing sections:

1. Modifications over Kota Plant.

2. Problems attributable to design & engineering.

3. Problems attributable to supplies and installation.

4. Miscellaneous problems.

5. Conclusions/Recommendations.

1.Modifications over Kota Plant :

1.1. Explosion Protection Design based on Intrinsic Safety :

The operating areas around exchange units, H2S genera-
tion & storage unit are explosion hazardous to Zone 2 , ITC
T3 to Cenelec/Indian Standards. While in Kota, based on the
technology available at that time, the instruments selected
were either pneumatically operated or in majority of cases,
where electrical instruments coming in the explosion hazard-
ous areas were involved,they were based on flame proof mode
of explosion protection. As now, electrical instruments
with intrinsic safety design are available at economic
prices and with a proven design of protection, transmit-
ters, receiving instruments and controllers for the main
plant have been chosen to be electrical instruments based on
two wire, 4 to 20 mA transmission with attendant advantages
of no time lags in the transmission of signal over large
distances between field and control room. Also, wherever
possible, specially in case of instrumentation of gas boost-
ers, field devices have all been chosen with intrinsic
safety design of explosion protection with attendant advan-
tages of no maintenance over-head for ensuring integrity of
the explosion protection feature.

1.2. Programmable Logic Controllers : -s

Programmable Logic Controllers have been provided in X
Manuguru for implementing control logics of binary control |̂
equipment like pumps, compressors and shut down valves. The S
following advantages have been realised /'



(i) ease in control logic modification by simply reprogram-
ming the user's programme,

(ii) on-line bypassing of defective switches in the input
logic of binary control equipment through the feature of
input/output forcing and

(iii)availability of graphic representation of the logic on
the video screen with identification of input/output being
in* 0 * and '1' state, which helps in identifying the root
cause of any unsuccessful logic implementation.

1.3. Alara Annunciators :

Alarm Annunciators have been specially selected with a
provision in design so that on removal of an individual
card, power supply in the field to the corresponding point
is cut off, so that any fault in the field (e.g. earth
fault) can be prevented from affecting the operation of the
whole annunciator.

1.4.Fusing in Control Circuits :

In Manuguru, individual fusing has been provided in the
control circuit of each shut down valve, so that there are
no common failures due to a single fuse blowing.

2. Problems attributable to Design ft Engineering :

2.1. Over-sizing of Control Valves :

In a few cases the control valves have been found to
be over-sized; this may be, as commonly happens, due to
repeated use of building in safety margins in the maximum
flows required and apprehension of non- availability of
adequate pressure drops across the control valves . To
overcome the problem, on this account, of operating the
control valves at highly reduced openings, additional ori-
fice plates have been incorporated. Also, it is found that
the control valves and associated piping provided, in some
cases, do not cater to off- normal operating conditions
which are required to be undertaken sometimes.

2.2. Power failure indication on panel instruments :

All panel mounted instruments, namely, controllers,
recorders & indicators of an indigenous supplier are such
that their indicators remain in the last position in case of
power failure. With no lamp indications provided for power
failures on the instruments, operators have no way to know
the power failure to any particular instrument. Same has
been taken care of by installing LEDs on all the instruments
to show the healthiness of power.

2.3. Mdl-operation of remote operated shut-down valves and I
gas dump valves due to earth fault : |

Though the design of control logic of SDVo GDV;;, ar, I
such, is fine, mal-operation could result in case of an I
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earth fault; by providing some additional switch contacts

in the circuits, such accidental operation of valves due to
earth faults can be eliminated. This is shown in figure 1.

2.4. Operation of HIC Loops :

• Various manual loaders have grounding in the instru-
ments. For intrinsic safety, the output of the controller
to the field goes through MTL 128 + barrier whose negative
terminal is grounded. Due to the grounding at places in the
loop, the process parameter indicator was not getting any
signal. This however has been overcome by replacing MTL 128
+ barrier with MTL 787S barrier where negative terminal is
not grounded. This is shown in fig. 2.

2.5 Problems faced in the instrumentation of indigenous
boosters :

2.5.1. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE INDICATING GAUGE CUM SWITCHES
WITH INDUCTIVE TYPE PROXIMITY SWITCHES had been procured
from a supplier in West Germany while the corresponding
switching amplifier units with intrinsically safe input
circuits(to be used with inductive type proximity switches)
were procured from an English company. However, the switch-
ing part of the system did not operate, and it was discov-
ered that the voltages of the two systems were not matched.
Subsequently, switching amplifiers of matching electronics
were procured from another German vendor and the problem
overcome.

2.5.2. ALARM ANNUNCIATORS with first-out feature were pro-
cured indigenously. The supplier was given 110 V DC as
prime instrument power supply. However, vendor, instead of
using DC-DC Convertor for 110 V DC -24 V DC (or alternative-
ly asking for 110 V AC supply for use with standard power
supplies to get 24 V DC), used a design incorporating drop-
ping resistors to reduce the voltage levels from 110 V DC to
those required for various devices, which resulted in high
dissipation of power and hence high temperatures leading to
high failure rate of electronics inside the instrument
enclosures. Now design has been changed to a standard
design of 24 V DC supplies & no. problems have been encoun-
tered.

2.6: Logic changes based on operational experience :

Logic changes based on operational experience were done
at a number of places. An example is cited below. Generally
scramming actions are initiated through heavy duty switches
in control room; operation of such switches is very stable.
However, opening of a gas dump valve automatically leads
to activation of corresponding sectional scram activities.
The sensing of gas dump valves' opening position is bared on
field mounted limit switches whose vibrations in the field
sometime lead to false operation. This problem has been
overcome by providing time delays in the logic so that no
momentary operation of a limit switch will lead to false
operation.
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3. Problems attributable to suppliers & installation :

3.1. Electrical controllers :

Instruments based on 4 to 20 mA signal, procured from
an Indian supplier, though novel in design, are giving
operational problems. They are now being attended by the
supplier by incorporating better quality and derated compo-
nents.

3.2. Explosion protection design features incorporating
encapsulation :

Instruments incorporating encapsulation (as part of
explosion protection design) have been giving us problems in
case of temperature instruments from a German supplier, as
also in case of intrinsically safe switching amplifiers
again procured from another German supplier. For the former
case, a dialogue has been initiated with the foreign sup-
plier; for the latter case, some trials are being carried
out on advice from the supplier, by reducing the supply
voltage to the minimum required for the system to operate.

3.3. Leakages of filling fluid (Silicon Oil) :

Leakages of filling fluid in wafer seal level transmit-
ters and sealed diaphragm gauges have resulted in non-
operation of these instruments frequently. A sturdier
design of seals is highly desirable to overcome these prob-
lems.

3.4. Communication between site and colony :

Micro-processor based stored programme controlled
telephone exchanges have been procured from one Indian
supplier for the plant proper while similar technology based
exchange has been procured from another Indian supplier for
the colony. Though, both the exchange systems are, as such,
working fine, problems (of trunk holding,low speech, hum-
ming noise & ring induction over trunk) have been encoun-
tered in inter-linking the exchanges of two different makes.
Solutions to these problems have now been worked out after
joint meetings between the two suppliers, and will be imple-
mented shortly.

3.5.H2S Analysers :

Dissolved sulfide analysers are provided in the plant
to monitor the leakage of H2S saturated water in steam,
chilled water, pump sealant & effluent discharge to the
river. The instruments procured from a Swiss company are
not found to be working satisfactorily in the low range of
0-1 ppm; also their electrodes' working life is found to be
quite low (of the order of 30-45 days). Efforts are under-
way to get suitable electrodes.

4. Miscellaneous problems :
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We have instruments of both pnuematic and electronic
design from various vendors, the reasons for this situation
being engineering & economic considerations as also the fact
that there are a number of bought out packaged units from
across the country and abroad. This situation requires
technicians to learn troubleshooting and repair of a large
variety of instruments which requires more time and efforts
in their training; also inventory of spares to be stocked
for a variety of instruments goes up.

5. Conclusions/Recoaaendations :

Experience in the instrumentation of main plant of HWP
(M) has been, by and large, satisfactory. However, the
overall experience leads us to the following recommendations
which may be kept in mind by all concerned when undertaking
new projects:

5.1.Instrumentation, specially control valves and associated
piping must be designed and selected to provide -for various
phases of operation and not only the normal and full capa-
city operation.

5.2. The importance of ensuring high quality of weather
proof enclosures in design and their maintenance for field
mounted electrical/electronic devices including junction
boxes to minimise earth faults can not be over-emphasised.

5.3. It will be highly desirable to standardize on a few
good instrument makes and types for reduced inventory and
ease of maintenance in terms of skills/training required.

5.4. Thorough training of site engineers and technicians on
the operation and maintenance of various pieces of hardware
and software is highly desirable..pa

5.5. Association of appropriate engineering personnel from
the user's side with the consultants' inspectors is highly
desirable to ensure compliance with the user's specifica-
tions in all their details.

5.6. For smooth and faster commissioning, and for proper
maintenance, it would be desirable to build up the site
engineering staff well in advance and associate them with
the job during its various phases of design, approval of
drawings and other documentation, and inspection, so that,
they fully assimilate the information, and are ready for O&M
phase. Their participation in construction phase would also
help in ensuring quality of installation.

f
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